Nov. 5, 2019- Debris Management
-

Government mandated debris separation categories are now available and are as
follows:
1. White waste: Freezers, refrigerators, stoves, microwaves, washing
machines, air conditioning units
2. Electronic waste (E-Waste): Televisions (TVs), Computers, printers
3. Household Furniture: Mattresses, couches, bedsprings, dressers
4. Construction Waste: Concrete, plumbing fixtures, lighting fixtures, wiring,
PVC piping, air condition ducting (fiberglass and metal
5. Wood: organic waste, lumber

-

Concerns were raised about these categories, specifically that organic waste and lumber
(pressure treated wood) are considered in the same category
An infographic detailing these categories is in the process of being created

-

The first barge load of debris was loaded and removed from elbow cay on Nov. 5th,
funded by Samaritan’s Purse.
- This included ten, thirty yard waste bins, which were loaded by machinery at the
Elbow Cay Club debris staging area and transported to the disposal sight in
Marsh Harbour.
- The expectation is for one barge load daily as of now, with plans to scale this
operation up in the near future as resources and funding are secured

-

Kemp road in town is still not cleared of debris. Plans are in place to have a track loader
with a grapple attachment begin moving this debris into a staging area for removal.
Possible small scale staging areas include:
1. The ballfield, in which the debris would later be loaded into small trucks and
transported through town to the Elbow Cay Club
2. Empty lot near Lavender Cottage, where a barge could possibly land and remove
the debris directly rather than transport through town

-

North End debris staging area has not yet been established and the debris that is
currently being removed from this area are being taken through town to the Elbow Cay
Club Location
White Sound (South End) staging area has been established and debris is currently
being staged at this sight for future removal by barge

-

